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Glossary:
Common knowledge of rationality: All players are rational, all players know that all players are
rational, all players know that all players know that all players are rational etc.
Random price mechanism: A price is randomly selected from some interval including the true
value. Trader chooses a price limit meaning that he buys (sells) at all prices below (above) his limit.
Thus it is the only undominated strategy to bid one’s true value.
Tournament: Computerized strategies are collected and – mostly pairwise – matched in all
possible pairs so that they finally can be ranked according to success.
Bounded rationality: Takes into account the limited cognitive and information processing abilities
of human decision makers, should avoid any optimization hypothesis, concept should be based on
empirical findings rather than on abstract reasoning.
Preplay communication: Strategically more or less structured communication phase before
actually playing, can range from eye contact to non-binding promises what one will play.
Ultimatum bargaining: First the proposers offers a share of the “pie” to the responder who then
can accept or reject the offer; in case of an acceptance the “pie” is shared as proposed, in case of a
rejection both players receive 0-payments.
Alternating offer bargaining: Two parties take turns in proposing an agreement which the other
can accept or reject where the “pie”, the monetary amount to be distributed, can depend on when an
agreement is reached.
Summary: Whereas orthodox game theory relies on the unrealistic assumption of (commonly
known) perfect rationality, participants in game playing experiments are at best boundedly rational.
This makes it necessary to supplement orthodox game theory by a behavioral theory of game
playing. We first point out that this applies also to (one person-) decision theory. After reviewing
the influential experiments based on repeated games and the ultimatum game the typical reactions
to the striking experimental results are categorized. Further sections are devoted to alternating offer
bargaining and characteristic function experiments.
21. Introduction
Orthodox game theory relies on (common knowledge of) perfect decision rationality, i.e. unlimited
cognitive and information processing capabilities of players. Even for finite games of perfect
information like chess it is, however, obvious that these requirements are far beyond what human
decision makers can accomplish.
Another problem in applying orthodox game theory is that it assumes individual cardinal utilities
and subjective beliefs which can hardly ever be observed provided they exist at all. Of course, one
may specify utilities by material payoffs like profits (which often can be observed) and beliefs by
objective probabilities whenever possible, but then the game theoretic predictions are often not
confirmed by experimental observations.
At present we can look back at half a century of experimental game theory. One has tried to
implement game theoretic models as (laboratory) experiments and to test orthodox game theory
(assuming its applicability, e.g. by specifying utilities by material payoffs and beliefs by
appropriately designed chance moves) and to supplement orthodox game theory by behavioral
concepts since narrowly defined orthodox game theory is often falsified.
In the following we start by discussing decision theoretic experiments. Regarding games with
interpersonal strategic interaction we somewhat reverse the chronological order by first reporting
about experiments, based on noncooperative games, although, similar to orthodox game theory,
experimental game theory initially was dominated by cooperative game experiments.
2. One person – decision making
Testing experimentally rationality in one person-games means mainly to test (the axioms of) utility
theory. There is probably no need to prove that human players will be unable to solve optimization
tasks involving complex combinatorics. Clearly people differ in their capabilities, but it is a fact of
human existence that even for the most capable among us one can find optimization problems with
finite sets of choice alternatives which they cannot solve. Let us therefore review the experimental
evidence for three choice problems whose degree of difficulty differs greatly, namely dynamic
optimization, risky choices, and dominance solvability in one person-games.
Figure 1: A simple dynamic one person-game
The simple dynamic one person-game in Figure 1 has the obvious solution (l1, R1, L1). It illustrates
that the discussion whether (common knowledge of) rationality can be assumed at all decision
nodes cannot be restricted to interpersonal strategic interaction. If player 1 has actually to choose
among L1 and R1, his optimal choice R1 anticipates own future rationality by preferring L1 over R1.
But the fact that one must choose among L1 and R1 seems to question own rationality. A rational
player 1 would choose 1l  (yielding the payoff of 3) and thus will never actually face the choice
between L1 and R1.
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Such problems are more thoroughly studied in experimental (and cognitive) psychology. In
experimental game theory (and economics) one tests the quantitative or at least qualitative aspects
of rational behavior based on models of intertemporal allocation behavior like rational addiction or
the so-called life cycle saving models. The data even of experienced participants clearly reveal that
participants, if they at all behave systematically, rely on heuristics rather than backward induction,
respectively dynamic programming.
Most of the decision theoretic experiments by experimental game theorists focus on (axioms of)
cardinal utilities where the experimental procedures vary a lot, e.g. from pure questionnaires
without monetary incentives to those where non-optimality implies substantial losses. Partly one
argues that deviations from optimal behavior should only be taken seriously when they imply
substantial losses (saliency). Although the theory of rational decision making does not offer any
guidance here, the saliency requirement can be justified by (uncontrolled and small) costs of
optimizing, e.g. the disutility of deriving an optimal alternative. Mostly a participant is asked
repeatedly to choose between two simple lotteries of the form ( )wPwPL −= 1,  with PP <≤0  and
10 << w  where sometimes the monetary prizes P  and P  resulting with probability w ,
respectively w−1  are substituted by lotteries. Comparing all these choices reveals usually that
certain axioms of expected utility maximization are violated.
Explaining some so-called paradoxes  (referring to experimental results as paradoxical only shows
how naive one’s expectations have been) by individual risk attitudes can be experimentally
excluded by applying the binary lottery technique. Here the payoff of a participant is the probability
w−1  of winning the high prize P  instead of the low prize P  resulting with complementary
probability w . By setting ( ) 0=Pu  and ( ) 1=Pu  the utility ( ) wLu −=1  results, i.e. utility depends
linearly on the experimental payoff variable w−1  (implying risk neutrality).
When trying to observe experimentally how a lottery L is evaluated one may rely on mechanisms
for which truthful revelation of preferences is optimal, e.g. in the sense that truthful revelation is the
only undominated value statement. Let [ ]⊂ba,  IR  be an interval with ba <  and ( )⋅ϕ  a density over
IR with ( ) 0=pϕ  for all [ ]bap ,∉  and ( ) 0>>∞ pϕ  for all [ ]bap ,∈ . According to the random
price mechanism the price p which one can receive or must pay is randomly determined according
to ( )⋅ϕ . The only decision variable of a potential seller (whose willingness to accept one wants to
observe) or buyer (in whose willingness to pay one is interested) is thus the price limit l meaning
that one only sells at prices lp ≥ , respectively buys at prices lp ≤ .
Let v with bva <<  denote one’s true monetary value for lottery L. Clearly, vl =  is the only
undominated price limit. Especially, the optimal decision vl =  does not depend on a, b, and ( )⋅ϕ  as
long as bva <<  and the qualitative requirements for ( )⋅ϕ  are satisfied. Nevertheless
experimentally observed choices l react to such changes of a, b, and ( )⋅ϕ . Since dominant choices
do not depend on risk attitudes, given true values v seem more a normative concept than a fact of
life. Human decision makers do not have (complete) preferences. They rather must generate them
by cognitively representing their decision environment, by imagining how choices affect their basic
concerns etc. In such a dynamic process aspects, which are strategically irrelevant, may become
influential. Consequently the normative concept of incentive compatibility may have little
behavioral relevance and reliability. More generally, optimal mechanisms may perform rather
poorly. An institution which is best when all parties act rationally can induce non-rational behavior
and thus to bad results. This illustrates why orthodox (game) theory has to be supplemented by a
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of decision making experiments.
3. Experimental results in strategic games
The earliest experiments were based on markets which still require an auctioneer. One may thus be
reluctant to view them as strategic game experiments. At the same time simple games like
prisoners’ dilemma games were studied experimentally.
A solution concept for a given class of games, e.g. the class of finite games in normal form,
partitions the class into equivalence classes. Two games from the same equivalence class are said to
be strategically equivalent. Most solution concepts, for instance, allow for positively affine utility
transformations. Experimentally one could try to induce such transformations by appropriately
changing the monetary payoffs. The typical result is that such game theoretically irrelevant
differences can nevertheless change behavior rather dramatically.
For the case of a prisoners’ dilemma games where defection from cooperation always leads to the
same payoff advantage, regardless what the other chooses, one can even decompose the same game
in infinitely many ways. This leads to a one parameter family of decomposed games which all are
identical to the same prisoners’ dilemma game. Nevertheless average cooperation ranges from 25 %
for certain decompositions up to 75 % for others.
More generally, a strategic game (regardless whether is modelled as a stage game, in extensive or
normal form) does not seem to account for all determinants of behavior. On the other hand, as will
be illustrated below, it may pay attention to subtle strategic details like the exact timing of decisions
and specific information feedback which are often neglected by experimental participants. There
will be the need to supplement strategic equivalence by concepts of behavioral equivalence.
A very dominating paradigm in experimental game theory has been the once or repeatedly played
prisoners’ dilemma game. Notice that in an experiment a finite upper bound for the number of
repetitions cannot be avoided and should thus be commonly known. Thus Folk Theorems do not
apply and mutual defection is the solution in finitely often repeated prisoners’ dilemma games.
Nevertheless the robust results of many experiments are that
• players cooperate in most rounds
• although they defect towards the end
what, however, does not unravel cooperation altogether as suggested by backward induction. Since
participants try to prevent being preempted, i.e. that their partner terminates cooperation earlier,
they seem to be fully aware of the backward induction idea. Because of its detrimental
consequences they, however, do not follow its recommendations.
Since Folk Theorems do not apply, this has posed quite a puzzle for game theorists and inspired the
innovative reputation (other names are “crazy perturbation” or “gang of the four”-) approach. The
basic idea is to allow for (a little bit of) incomplete information concerning the other player’s type
(in repeated prisoners’ dilemma games (s)he may be an unconditional cooperator, i.e. a bit “crazy”).
Thus one can try to build up the reputation (the other’s posterior probability) of being (confronting)
an unconditional cooperator. Although the reputation approach  has been extremely successful (in
the sense of inspiring a large literature), some qualitative aspects of reputation equilibria are not at
all or only poorly supported by experimental data like
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(some participants, for instance, cooperate in the last round)
• their specific mixing.
Nevertheless reputation equilibria illustrate how orthodox game theory (reputation equilibria do not
question rationality, only that is surely expected) can be enriched by paying attention to robust
experimental findings. Other applications study theoretically and experimentally signaling, trust,
bargaining and centipede games.
Repeated games are also the main playground of tournament studies. Here participants are invited
to develop (mostly computerized) strategies which then encounter each other in a tournament.
Usually participants learn about the differential success of their strategy (often the only payoff is
just one’s ranking) and can try to improve it in the light of such experiences. Such studies definitely
induce participants to develop rather general behavioral plans (what to do in all contingencies).
They, however, are also biased in the sense that one first of all tries to ensure cooperation. If even
on large markets with many pairwise interactions one would have to expect such a drive towards
cooperation, antitrust policy would be hopeless and useless. Actually some experiments show that
even very narrow (in one study two duopolists interact for 60 rounds) markets may yield results
closer to the competitive equilibrium than to the duopoly or cooperative solution.
Another thoroughly explored topic is strategic bargaining (often referred to as the noncooperative
approach to bargaining). Experimental game theory mostly concentrated on very simple models of
strategic bargaining where the problem is hardly the difficulty of deriving the game theoretic
solution, but more to accept it, especially when it is unfair. In ultimatum bargaining experiments a
positive amount p  of money, the “pie”, can be distributed by
• first allowing the proposer to decide on his offer o  with po ≤≤0  to the responder
• who then can accept the offer o  (so that the proposer gets op −  and the responder o ) or reject
it (both players get nothing).
Whereas the game theoretic solution predicts that the proposer offers 0 or the smallest positive
money unit and that the responder accepts all (positive) offers, the typical and robust experimental
findings are that
• responders reject even substantial positive offers o  in the range 2/0 po << , which they
apparently view as unfair,
• proposers shy away from too low offers o  (the most frequent offer is usually the equal split
2/po = ).
Slight doubts regarding the responder’s rationality would not solve the problem here. To justify the
offer 2/po =  instead of ε=o  (with ε  denoting the smallest positive unit of money) the proposer
must be extremely risk averse or the responder rather likely irrational or “crazy”. Furthermore, this
would not explain at all why responders should reject positive offers. How did game theorists react
to this challenge?
One escape is to “repair” the game theoretic representation of the experimental situation, e.g. by
assuming that utilities depend not only profits, but also on its distribution or on a desire for
reciprocity or on what one thinks is expected by the other. These repairs do not (allow to) question
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model. The problem is, of course, that nearly all results can be “saved” in this way. So “repairs”
should be reasonable and intuitive. It is, for instance, obvious that we often care for the distribution
of rewards, but when and why we do so seems to be already a cognitive result rather than a given.
A more recent route of escape is what one can call the “pour out the baby with the bath water”-
approach. Inspired by the development of evolutionary game theory, which partly is based on
evolutionary biology and partly revives an earlier research tradition in psychology (of learning
theories), one either denies cognition at all (by assuming preprogrammed phenotypical behavior as
in orthodox evolutionary biology) or by restricting rationality more or less severely (in
reinforcement or stimulus-response learning, for instance, one prefers what previously proved to be
better). Initially behavior can be anything, but partly the claim is that it will converge to equilibrium
behavior. The most prominent evolutionary dynamics are the replicator dynamics. Other adaptation
dynamics are best reply dynamics, reinforcement or stimulus-response-learning, and imitation
processes. To determine the stable behavior one partly relies on static concepts, e.g. the one of
evolutionarily stable strategies.
This theoretical discussion and the progress in developing software packages for computerized
experiments has inspired a very new type of experiments. The same group of participants plays
again and again the same simple game (e.g. a 2 x 2-bimatrix game) with randomly changing
partners. This research tradition is too recent to justify any general conclusions how people adapt to
past experiences and how to combine such path dependence with undeniable strategic deliberations.
One rather robust result is that in 2 person-coordination games behavior converges to strict
equilibria but not necessarily to the payoff dominating strict equilibrium. It is, however, impressive
how closely theoretical exercises of adaptive dynamics and experimental studies are interrelated. If
the same simple game is played very often, boredom might, of course, induce variety seeking. In
studies of robust learning where one confronts participants repeatedly with a variety of related
games instead of just one such game this seems less likely.
A third reaction to the typical results of strategic game experiments is the “bounded rationality
approach” which denies all the givens of normative decision and game theory like
• given strategy sets
• given evaluations of plays
• given Bayesian beliefs and
• unlimited cognitive and information processing capabilities.
When to decide and which options one seriously considers is often the first step in one’s strategic
deliberation process. Furthermore the evaluation of results is not readily available. Rather one has to
derive reasonable goals and their (relative) importance, e.g. in the sense of a multi objective-
satisficing approach. In case of conflicting concerns like between the desire to be fair and to earn as
much as possible as a proposer in ultimatum bargaining one often avoids cognitive dissonance by
suppressing one of the goals (e.g. by viewing the situation simply as a fair division task and offering
2/po = ). Rather than forming Bayesian beliefs how likely all possible offers o  will be accepted
one further will simply distinguish offers o  (close to 2/po = ) which are surely acceptable and
choose the lowest offer o  among those. Finally explanations of experimental results should rely on
deliberations which human decision makers are likely to perform when confronting such a decision
problem (if game theorists need months to solve a game how should experimental participants
derive the solution in an experiment?).
4. Alternating offer bargaining
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whether orthodox game theory is just a normative, but unapplicable exercise. Like in one person-
games the question is whether gamesmanship explains (at least experienced) experimental behavior
or whether orthodox game theory has to be supplemented by a behavioral theory of game playing
which pays more attention to psychological ideas than to elegant axiomatic characterizations of
rationality concepts like cardinal utilities and the equilibrium for noncooperative games.
One typical reaction to striking experimental results is to ask how the results would change when
the experimental setup is more or less seriously varied. In case of ultimatum bargaining it has been
argued that fairness may matter less when parties have more than just one negotiation round for
reaching an agreement. The guiding game model for this line of experimental research is the model
of alternating offer bargaining: In odd rounds t player 1 offers and player 2 responds, in even rounds
t the roles are reversed. An agreement is achieved if an offer is accepted. Otherwise one proceeds to
the next round (except in the last round when non-acceptance means conflict). The usual
assumption is furthermore that delaying the agreement is costly; i.e. of a shrinking pie.
There are by now several experimental studies of alternating offer bargaining. Notice that without
any cost of delaying an agreement nothing much would be changed since all what matters is who is
the final proposer and therefore obtains (nearly) all of p, the so-called “pie”. The studies essentially
vary the time preferences, e.g. in the form of equal or unequal discount factors, and the horizon (the
maximal number of rounds which, of course, is finite although one study tries to create an illusion
of an infinite horizon). Another study assumes that every periodic proposer can declare his offer to
be an ultimatum and that the “pie” p is increasing instead of decreasing. Like in the centipede
experiment participants here can both gain by trusting (not terminating early), what happens in
nearly half of the plays although this could be exploited. The explanation of the “centipede results”
by (expected) altruism (in the tradition of reputation equilibria) cannot account for the increasing
pie-results.
Whereas all these models rely on asymmetric bargaining rules among the symmetric bargaining
models the so-called (Nash)-demand game (all parties simultaneously choose their demand which is
what they obtain whenever the vector of demands is feasible, otherwise they get their conflict
payoffs) received the most attention. An interesting study applies the binary lottery technique when
studying demand bargaining (where one, however, allows for several rounds of simultaneous
demands). Parties can earn an individual positive monetary prize and bargain just about the
probability of winning their prize (with complementary probability the other party wins its prize).
What is systematically varied is the information about the other’s prize. When prizes are private
information, parties usually agree on equal winning probabilities. If both prizes are commonly
known, they choose winning probabilities equating their monetary expectations what, of course,
violates independence of affine utility transformations.
Due to the usually large number of strict equilibria (all efficient vectors of demands exceeding
conflict payoffs) participants, playing the demand game, face an additional coordination problem
what might justify to introduce preplay communication. The main findings are that the (Nash)-
bargaining solution maximizing the product of agreement dividends must be focal for being
selected and that, although the (Nash)-axioms are normatively convincing, they are behaviorally
questionable. Experimentally the monotonicity axiom is better supported. Other topics in
experimental non-cooperative games, often related to strategic market games, can be found in
handbooks and introductions to experimental economics.
5. Characteristic function experiments
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characteristic function models. Of course, a priori it is not clear at all how to implement a given
characteristic function as an experiment (after all it is no strategic game). The usual procedure is to
allow for free face to face-communication and to let coalitions announce payoff agreements which
become binding if no coalition member quits it in so and so many minutes.
Given the usual heterogeneity of individual behavior value concepts were little used (although they
may become important in accounting experiments of which the early reward or cost allocation
experiments may be early, but (too) simple precedents). Thus the well-known set solutions like the
core, the internally and externally stable sets, or the various bargaining sets were mainly tested or
new related concepts developed.
Robust effects are that
• players in the same coalition obey the power structure (by granting to a more powerful coalition
partner at least as much as to a less powerful one),
• equal payoff distributions are often proposed and often used as counterproposals when trying to
argue against a previous proposal,
• smaller coalitions than the grand coalition are formed even when this is inefficient.
Characteristic function experiments were not only performed by game theorists, but also by (social)
psychologists. A typical situation is to rely on majority voting games ( )mww n ;,...,1  where iw  with
10 ≤≤ iw  and 1...1 =++ nww  denotes the voting share of player ni ,...,1=  and m with




i mw  must
obtain. The characteristic function ( )⋅v  allowing for side payments assumes ( ) 1=Sv  if S is winning
and ( ) 0=Sv  otherwise. In case of n = 3, m = .5 and 49.1 =w , 39.2 =w , 12.3 =w  one has {}( ) 0=iv
for i = 1, 2, 3, and ( ) 1=Sv  for any coalition S with at least two members. Thus the power structure,
as reflected by the winning coalitions, is completely symmetric in spite of the large differences in
voting shares. In such a situation experimentally observed payoff distributions are often influenced
by both, the power structure and the voting shares.
Due to predominance of strategic game models in the industrial organization literature characteristic
function experiments became a less popular research topic. Since strategic models seem to account
for every possible result (see the discussion of “repairs” above) without serious restrictions on what
to assume and what not there may, however, come a revival of characteristic function experiments
for special situations where cooperative solutions are informative, e.g. in the sense of a small, but
non-empty core. The main advantage would be that such informative solutions do not depend on
subtle strategic aspects which often are behaviorally irrelevant although crucial for the non-
cooperative solution. An example is the sequential timing of moves in ultimatum bargaining whose
characteristic function is, however, symmetric in the sense of {}( ) 0=iv  for both players i and
( ) pNv =  for the grand coalition N consisting of both players.
6. Quo vadis, experimental game theory?
Even when one accepts that players decide and behave otherwise than game theoretically predicted,
one still learns a lot from reasonable repairs as long as they are based on obvious immaterial
motives and emotional aspects. When a situation is rather simple even a boundedly rational
9participant can easily understand it. In such situations the rational choice approach in explaining
unexpected game playing results will often reflect how participants derive their decisions. Its
tradition of enriching game models and testing them experimentally will thus be continued.
On the other hand more and more ideas of other social sciences, especially of cognitive and social
psychology, will be imported into behavioral game theory since they are often mentioned (in think
aloud-studies or in experiments with team players) by participants when asked to explain their
deliberation process. This line of research in experimental game theory will still borrow its
terminology, its paradigms and its (normative) benchmarks from game theory but it will otherwise
rely on fundamentally different cognitive deliberations of players: Players will rather satisfice than
optimize, be obliged to social norms and conventions rather than opportunistically exploiting etc.
Experimental results suggesting that observed behavior reacts differently to subtle strategic aspects
than game theoretically predicted could revive the former tradition of characteristic function
experiments and of explanations, rooted in cooperative game theory. Along these lines the equal
split in ultimatum bargaining would result from the fact that this is the Shapley-value, the kernel or
the nucleolus of its characteristic function.
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